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Summary:
The mission of the Mississippi Council on Economic Education (MCEE) is to increase economic and
financial literacy in Mississippi by providing resources and training to public and private K-12 school
teachers, empowering students to create a more prosperous future for themselves and Mississippi.
Thanks to our generous funders (http://mscee.org/partners/) we are able to provide professional
development to Mississippi teachers and competitions for Mississippi students at NO COST to
educators, students, schools or districts.
The following is a list of regularly offered professional development workshops for educators and
student competitions (MANY OF WHICH ARE APPROPRIATE FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION TEACHERS). Some
are offered at fixed dates, times and locations. Registration for these options is available at
www.mscee.org. The others, as indicated by “as requested” are available for your local school districts
upon request for local professional development at the district/school. MCEE requires that the district
selects a mutually agreeable date with MCEE, secures the location and guarantees participants that will
sign up via a link provided by MCEE. In addition, teachers attending the programs will guarantee
student engagement in MCEE on-line student programs when appropriate.

Statement of Need:
Economic Education
Economic literacy is important because economics is such an integral part of our daily lives. As
consumers, producers, and voters, we constantly make decisions about the use of our scarce resources.
These decisions have a direct influence on us as individuals and as a society. Individuals who understand
basic economic concepts will be better equipped to make the important decisions that effective
citizenship requires.

Personal Finance
“100% of our students will become financial decision makers, like it or not, and the success of their
decisions will be based on their economic and financial literacy or lack thereof.”
– Wendy Garcia-Buchanan, 4th grade teacher, 2013 Alfred P. Sloan Teaching Champion
Need we say more?

Entrepreneurship
We know that using entrepreneurship as a way to teach applied economics is a way to bring economics
to life for teachers and students. We also know that in a state where big business is not the norm, it is
important to support entrepreneurs in an effort to strengthen the state economy. This process can start
with the nurturing of young people via creative thinking activities and the exposure to entrepreneurship
education.

Resources:
Free resources for use in teaching financial readiness skills can be found on our website at
http://mscee.org/resources/

Notes: F2F – face to face/in-person; Hybrid – two face to face sessions + online assignments
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FORMAT

1+ WEEK

1 DAY

5 HRS

9-12



This seminar is designed to familiarize teachers and
curriculum specialists with a non-biased approach that
introduces the basics of environmental economics and
provides effective simulations to introduce the concepts
into the classroom. The seminar will include classroomtested activities, as well as a variety of interactive lectures
and case studies focusing on the following:
Overview of environmental economics concepts
Tragedy of the Commons
Water use policies
Climate change policies
Priorities for global spending simulation
Land use case study
No prior background in economics or environmental
issues is required.
International Economic Summit – participants will be
introduced to the 10 week curriculum used to prepare
students for the International Economic Summit during
this workshop. Teachers must have attended this
workshop in order to bring students to the International
Economic Summit in December. The Summit program is a
hands-on, activity-based learning program for middle and
high school students that teaches the significance and the
basic concepts of globalization, international economics
and what it takes to make highly interdependent nations
competitive in today’s dynamic economic environment.
Because of the cost of this workshop for teachers and the
associated curriculum provided at the training, those
attending this workshop must agree to bring students to
the Summit which takes place in December.

3-5

Fundamentals of Environmental Economics -

K-2

6-8

ECONOMICS

DURATION

2 HRS

GRADE BAND

SESSION TOPIC AND DESCRIPTION

Jackson – Sept 28
F2F

TBA
F2F

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
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FORMAT

1+ WEEK

1 DAY



5 HRS



2 HRS

9-12

DURATION

6-8

K-2

ECONOMICS

3-5

GRADE BAND

SESSION TOPIC AND DESCRIPTION

Master Teacher of Economics –designed for middle



and high school teachers to increase their understanding
of economics. The program improves teachers’ abilities to
bring this subject to their students in stand-alone
economics courses or to integrate economics as a strand
within social studies and business curriculums. Teachers
must pass exams and successfully complete assignments
to complete the program. Upon completion, teachers
receive certification from the MS Department of
Education, have the opportunity to add the economics
endorsement to their teaching license, and receive a
stipend. Teachers that complete this program are
required to participate with students in MCEE student
programs, i.e. the Economics Challenge. In addition, pre
and post-testing of students using MCEE provided tests
are required.





















As requested
F2F



As requested
F2F

*Qualified teachers who complete this program may be
eligible to add the “193” economics endorsement to their
educator’s license.
Playful Economics –curriculum is presented at this
workshop where each lesson introduces an economic
concept. The unique feature of these lessons is the use of
modeling clay in each lesson. This not only is very
motivating, but also provides concrete experiences that
promote learning for most elementary and middle school
students. The lessons are activity-oriented simulations
which stress an inductive approach to learning, whereby
students derive an understanding of the concepts from
examples and data generated in the simulations.
$martPath - an engaging, interactive and easy-to-use
way for teachers of grades 1-6 to embed relevant and fun
economic and financial education in their classrooms.
$martPath provides simple, fun lessons that bring
economic and financial education to life in the classroom.
$martPath units teach students about personal financial
responsibility (such as saving, prudent spending, and
prioritizing needs and wants) through grade-appropriate,
curriculum-aligned, interactive lessons. Teachers
attending this workshop are expected to use $martPath in
their classrooms which incorporates pre and post-testing
of students. Test scores will be due to MCEE at the end of
the school year.

Spring, Summer, & Fall (Summer 2018 F2F on June
18/July30 with most work completed online)
Hybrid

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
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FORMAT

1+ WEEK



1 DAY



5 HRS

9-12



2 HRS

6-8

K-2

ECONOMICS

DURATION

3-5

GRADE BAND

SESSION TOPIC AND DESCRIPTION

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT


Online/-On-demand









As requested
F2F







Jackson – June 26; Biloxi – July
12; Tupelo T- July 23
F2F

workshop instructs educators on how to incorporate the
online Stock Market Game (SMG) program into their
classroom. The Mississippi SMG is a simulation of a real
market, designed to involve students in the world of
finance and investing as a means of helping them learn
about how a market economy works. Students learn to
develop team strategies, make decisions, and become
informed about investment and economic terms. They
also learn to see the connection between world events
and their investments. Teachers completing this
workshop are expected to integrate the Stock Market
Game into their classroom.
Teach Economics Using Children’s Literature - Why is
using children’s literature to teach economics so
effective? First, since children (and teachers!) love stories,
using literature is a very motivational teaching technique.
Second, as economic concepts are taught within the
context of literature, students realize that economics is a
very real and interesting part of the world around them.
And third, using children’s literature allows teachers, as
the proverb says, “to kill two birds with one stone.” In a
crowded curriculum, this interdisciplinary approach is
certainly appealing and may even be necessary. While
not required, teachers completing this workshop are
encouraged to bring students to the ME* Competition if
possible (learn more about ME* on page 11).
Understanding Fiscal Responsibility – These lessons
were developed through a joint venture between the
Council for Economic Education and Teachers College,
Columbia University, and consists of 15 standards aligned
(C3, CEE, NCSS) lessons covering aspects of U.S. History,
Civics/Government and Economics, and is designed to
enable high school students to understand the trade-offs
of public policy and develop the ability to articulate their
own positions. The professional development trainings
will help educators to teach students about the
complexities of the federal budget, national debt and
budget deficit, within the framework of economics and
personal finance.

(4th-5th grades)

Stock Market Game – This online/on-demand
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FORMAT

1+ WEEK

1 DAY



5 HRS



2 HRS

9-12

DURATION

6-8

K-2

ECONOMICS

3-5

GRADE BAND

SESSION TOPIC AND DESCRIPTION

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
people trade – across city lines, state lines, or national
borders? Are we better off with or without trade? Will
trade hurt or benefit certain groups of people? How do
some nations try to distort trade patterns? These
questions and many more are incorporated into the
various lecture/discussion sessions and case studies that
serve as the basis for the seminar. Presented in a nonbiased manner, issues that face nations throughout the
world will be explored and discussed. Case studies and
simulations may be adapted to variety of classes and
disciplines. The primary economics concepts emphasized
throughout the sessions will be those related to the role
of trade in raising standards of living and how policies can
be developed to accomplish this goal. Sessions will focus
on current global trade patterns, trade alliances, impact
of changes in exchange rates, and trade-offs that occur as
trade patterns change over time. This workshop
complements the International Economic Summit
workshop.



Jackson – Sept 29
F2F

Understanding Global Economic Issues - Why do
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K-2

3-5

6-8

9-12

2 HRS

5 HRS

1 DAY

PERSONAL FINANCE

DURATION















FORMAT

1+ WEEK

GRADE BAND

SESSION TOPIC AND DESCRIPTION

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT











This course is designed to provide teachers with the
personal finance content necessary to teach a high
school personal finance course or to incorporate the
topic into other courses, i.e. business, math, ICT,
College and Career Readiness. In addition to content
instruction, teachers will learn about a variety of highquality resources they can use to teach the content in
the classroom. The content and classroom resources
are aligned with National Standards for Financial
Literacy produced by the national Council for Economic
Education. Teachers that complete this program are
required to participate with students in MCEE student
programs, i.e. the Finance Challenge. In addition, pre
and post-testing of students using MCEE provided tests
is required.

Navigate – Exploring College and Careers
Using teaching materials and student workbooks
created by the Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas, teachers
will learn how to lead students through the following
topics: Exploring Careers, What About College?, How
Do I Get In?, How Much Does College Cost?, Paying for
College and Future Paths





As requested
F2F

Master Teacher of Personal Finance -

As requested
F2F

instruction on this comprehensive personal finance
curriculum for K-12 students that teaches students how
to make thoughtful, well-informed decisions about
important aspects of personal finance, such as earning
income, spending, saving, borrowing, investing, and
managing money. Economic concepts form the
foundation of all lessons, providing students with a
decision-making framework for the real world. Content
is based on national standards, and correlates to
standards in economics, personal finance,
mathematics, and language arts. With engaging, handson instructional activities, FFFL materials engage
students of all ages in active learning. Materials are
available in four grade levels: K-2, 3-5, 6-8 and 9-12
with a teacher guide and student guide that work in
tandem. Corresponding parent guides (available in
English and in Spanish) for the K-5 and 6-12 grade
levels contain activities to extend learning into the
home. Middle and high school teachers that attend
this workshop are required to have students compete
in the online Finance Challenge. In addition, pre and
post-testing of K-12 students may also be required.

Jackson – June 11-15 (and July 16-20 for
special education teachers only)
F2F

Financial Fitness for Life – Teachers will receive
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1 DAY










FORMAT

1+ WEEK

5 HRS


9-12



6-8



3-5

K-2

PERSONAL FINANCE

DURATION

2 HRS

GRADE BAND

SESSION TOPIC AND DESCRIPTION

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

As requested
F2F








Online/-On-demand



(4th-5th grades)

a growing interest in teaching students about personal
finance through settings outside of the traditional
school day. The program teaches young students about
financial choices, cost‐benefit analysis for purchases,
the role of an entrepreneur, and the economics and
finances of their individual communities—all with a
goal of helping children understand that saving is a
good thing for us as individuals and as a nation. The
program has two distinctive features that align with
MCEE’s delivery strategy of providing both content and
pedagogy: a 12‐lesson manual and a training
component for service providers. Teachers
implementing this program are strongly encouraged to
pre and post-test students using MCEE provided tests.
$martPath - An engaging, interactive and easy-to-use
way for teachers of grades 1-6 to embed relevant and
fun economic and financial education in their
classrooms. $martPath provides simple, fun lessons
that bring economic and financial education to life in
your classroom. $martPath units teach students about
personal financial responsibility (such as saving,
prudent spending, and prioritizing needs and wants)
through grade-appropriate, curriculum-aligned,
interactive lessons. Teachers attending this workshop
are expected to use $martPath in their classrooms
which incorporates pre and post-testing of students.
Test scores will be due to MCEE at the end of the
school year.
Stock Market Game – This online/on-demand
workshop instructs educators on how to incorporate
the online Stock Market Game (SMG) program into
their classroom. The Mississippi SMG is a simulation of
a real market, designed to involve students in the world
of finance and investing as a means of helping them
learn about how a market economy works. Students
learn to develop team strategies, make decisions, and
become informed about investment and economic
terms. They also learn to see the connection between
world events and their investments. Teachers
completing this workshop are expected to integrate the
Stock Market Game into their classroom.

As requested
F2F


Never Too Young: Personal Finance for Young
Learners – This program was developed in response to
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FORMAT

1+ WEEK



1 DAY

6-8



5 HRS

3-5



2 HRS

K-2

PERSONAL FINANCE

DURATION

9-12

GRADE BAND

SESSION TOPIC AND DESCRIPTION

personal finance so effective? First, since children (and
teachers!) love stories, using literature is a very
motivational teaching technique. Second, as personal
finance concepts are taught within the context of
literature, students realize that personal finance is a
very real and interesting part of the world around
them. And third, using children’s literature allows
teachers, as the proverb says, “to kill two birds with
one stone.” In a crowded curriculum, this
interdisciplinary approach is certainly appealing and
may even be necessary.
Understanding Fiscal Responsibility – These
lessons were developed through a joint venture
between the Council for Economic Education and
Teachers College, Columbia University, and consists of
15 standards aligned (C3, CEE, NCSS) lessons covering
aspects of U.S. History, Civics/Government and
Economics, and is designed to enable high school
students to understand the trade-offs of public policy
and develop the ability to articulate their own
positions. The professional development trainings will
help educators to teach students about the
complexities of the federal budget, national debt and
budget deficit, within the framework of economics and
personal finance.





Jackson – June 26; Biloxi – July 12;
Tupelo – July 23
F2F

Teach Personal Finance Using Children’s
Literature - Why is using children’s literature to teach

As requested
F2F

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
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FORMAT

1+ WEEK



1 DAY



5 HRS



2 HRS

9-12

DURATION

6-8

K-2

ENTREPRENEURSHIP

3-5

GRADE BAND

SESSION TOPIC AND DESCRIPTION

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

*Qualified teachers who complete this program may be
eligible to add the “915” economics endorsement to their
educator’s license.



TBA
F2F

using a setting where teachers come together and
actively participate - form diverse teams, make their
pitches, add their expertise and work towards creating a
solution. We know that using entrepreneurship as a way
to teach applied economics is a way to bring economics to
life for teachers and students. We also know that in a
state where big business is not the norm, it is important
to support entrepreneurs in an effort to strengthen the
state economy. This process can start with the nurturing
of young people via creative thinking activities and the
exposure to entrepreneurship education. Teachers will
learn how to replicate this day at their schools and are
expected to do so. They will receive instruction on Youth
Entrepreneurs (https://youthentrepreneurs.org/)
curriculum.
Master Teacher of Entrepreneurship - This program
is designed for middle and high school teachers to
increase their understanding of entrepreneurship. The
program improves teachers’ abilities to bring this subject
to their students in stand-alone entrepreneurship courses
or to integrate this subject area as a strand within other
business curricula. This program is taught via a hybrid
course (two face to face meetings). Teachers must pass
exams and successfully submit lesson plans and a
business plan to complete the program. Teachers of high
school students are expected to participate with students
in the USM Southern Entrepreneurship Program (SEP)
Business Plan Competition each spring.



Spring, Summer, & Fall - Hybrid
Summer 2018 – Jackson – June 18-22

Hack-a-thon – Entrepreneurial thinking will be taught
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FALL

SPRING

Oct (online qualifying), Dec
(online Qualifying)

March (online qualifying),
April (State Championship)

WHEN OFFERED?

 

Nov 27 or
28
(Clinton)

 

Economics Challenge - This Challenge lets students demonstrate their

Fall (offered regionally)





April

knowledge of economic literacy in an online competition with other high
school students from across Mississippi. The three opportunities for
online testing during the school year serve as qualifying rounds for the
state challenge. There are three divisions: Adam Smith (HS), David
Ricardo (HS) and Middle School. The 1st and 2nd place teams in each HS
division at the state challenge receive college scholarships. The first
place HS team in each division at the state challenge advance to the
regional challenge of the National Economics Challenge with the
opportunity to qualify for the National Economics Challenge in NYC. The
top middle school teams by region are recognized at the annual awards
luncheon in May.
International Economic Summit - The Summit program is a hands-on,
activity-based learning program for middle and high schools that teaches
the significance and the basic concepts of globalization, international
economics and what it takes to make highly interdependent nations
competitive in today’s dynamic economic environment.
ME* Competition - a program designed to recognize student
achievement in acquiring and applying knowledge in economics,
entrepreneurship, and personal finance. Competition consists of a basic
skills tea, a production activity and a problem solving activity. The basic
skills test is designed to assess student’s knowledge of economics,
personal finance, and entrepreneurship. The Production activities are
designed to test students’ abilities to work together as a team, designate
responsibility, and follow directions. Problem Solving Activities are
designed to test students’ creativity and cooperation. Each team designs
a good or service to solve a given problem, creates an advertising
campaign, and makes a two-minute presentation before a panel of
judges. Winners will be announced at the end of each competition and
prizes will be awarded.
Rockonomix - many of today’s students arrive in class with headphones
on, listening to the latest hit song or watching the newest viral video.
They often question learning material that they can simply “Google” and
struggle with applying textbook concepts to the world around them.
Educators are continually struggling to find ways to reach these students
by engaging them in the learning process. Rockonomix, a studentproduced music video parody project, helps motivate student learning by
using popular media to reinforce basic economic principles. Cash prizes
are awarded to the winning teams.

9-12

ECONOMICS –
STUDENT COMPETITIONS

6-8

GRADE BAND

3-5

SESSION TOPIC AND DESCRIPTION

k-2

STUDENT COMPETITIONS
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k-2

6-8



 

on, listening to the latest hit song or watching the newest viral video.
They often question learning material that they can simply “Google” and
struggle with applying textbook concepts to the world around them.
Educators are continually struggling to find ways to reach these students
by engaging them in the learning process. Rockonomix, a studentproduced music video parody project, helps motivate student learning by
using popular media to reinforce basic personal finance principles. Cash
prizes are awarded to the winning teams.

Jan - April
SPRING



April

Rockonomix - many of today’s students arrive in class with headphones

March (online
qualifying), April (State
Championship)

for online testing during the school year that serve as qualifying rounds
for the state challenge. There are two divisions: Middle School and High
School. The top teams in each division by region are invited to the inperson state challenge in April. The first and second place teams in each
division at the state challenge receive college scholarships. The first
place HS team MAY advance to the National Finance Challenge in
Nebraska.

FALL

 

WHEN OFFERED?

Oct (online qualifying),
Dec (online Qualifying)

Finance Challenge - This student program offers three opportunities

9-12

PERSONAL FINANCE –
STUDENT COMPETITIONS

6-8

GRADE BAND

3-5

SESSION TOPIC AND DESCRIPTION

k-2

Sept-Dec

(4th-5th grades)

Game (SMG) is a simulation of a real market, designed to involve
students in the world of finance and investing as a means of helping
them learn about how a market economy works. Student teams of 3 to 5
students invest a hypothetical $100,000 in stocks and compete for the
best portfolio performance. There are two separate fourteen-week
programs each year; one in the Fall and one in the Spring. The program is
available to grades 4 through 12 and is adaptable for many different
classes, including social studies, math, economics, business, technology,
gifted, and club activities. Students learn to develop team strategies,
make decisions, and become informed about investment and economic
terms. They also learn to see the connection between world events and
their investments. Cap off the semester with InvestWrite which is an
innovative national writing competition, produced by The Stock Market
Game program. It adds a critical thinking component to help reinforce
concepts learned in the classroom.

3-5

Stock Market Game/ InvestWrite - The Mississippi Stock Market

SPRING

ECONOMICS –
STUDENT COMPETITIONS

WHEN OFFERED?

FALL

GRADE BAND

9-12

SESSION TOPIC AND DESCRIPTION
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SPRING

WHEN OFFERED?

FALL

k-2

9-12

PERSONAL FINANCE –
STUDENT COMPETITIONS

6-8

GRADE BAND

3-5

SESSION TOPIC AND DESCRIPTION

  

Stock Market Game/ InvestWrite - The Mississippi Stock Market

Jan - April

Sept-Dec

(4th-5th grades)

Game (SMG) is a simulation of a real market, designed to involve
students in the world of finance and investing as a means of helping
them learn about how a market economy works. Student teams of 3 to 5
students invest a hypothetical $100,000 in stocks and compete for the
best portfolio performance. There are two separate fourteen-week
programs each year; Fall and Spring. Available to grades 4 - 12 and is
adaptable for many different classes, including social studies, math,
economics, business, technology, gifted, and club activities. Students
learn to develop team strategies, make decisions, and become informed
about investment and economic terms. They also learn to see the
connection between world events and their investments. Cap off the
semester with InvestWrite which is an innovative national writing
competition, produced by The Stock Market Game program. It adds a critical
thinking component to help reinforce concepts learned in the classroom. Cash

FALL

SPRING
January - February (regional)

achievement in acquiring and applying knowledge in economics,
entrepreneurship, and personal finance. Competition consists of a basic
skills tea, a production activity and a problem solving activity. The basic
skills test is designed to assess student’s knowledge of economics,
personal finance, and entrepreneurship. The Production activities are
designed to test students’ abilities to work together as a team, designate
responsibility, and follow directions. Problem Solving Activities are
designed to test students’ creativity and cooperation. Each team designs
a good or service to solve a given problem, creates an advertising
campaign, and makes a two-minute presentation before a panel of
judges
The SEP Symposiums and Business Plan competition – Offered by
University of Southern MS. More information available at
www.thesep.org or by contacting James Wilcox at
James.B.Wilcox@usm.edu

WHEN OFFERED?

October – November
(regional)

ME* Competition- a program designed to recognize student

9-12

ENTREPRENEURSHIP –
STUDENT COMPETITIONS

6-8

GRADE BAND

3-5

SESSION TOPIC AND DESCRIPTION

k-2

prizes are awarded to top teams in each region.
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Banner School in Financial Readiness
Schools with teachers and students participating in MCEE provided programs are positioned to apply for the
Banner School in Financial Readiness designation, awarded by MCEE and the MS Department of Education. Award
winners receive recognition in a formal program in May. Selected schools will receive a banner to display at their
school designating the school as a Mississippi Banner School in Financial Readiness and administrators will be
given the opportunity to award at least one $500 scholarship to a student who is achieving the highest success in
financial readiness education. The application is found here: http://mscee.org/resources/
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Mississippi Council on Economic Education
Professional Development Request Form
Educators wanting to attend professional development workshops offered at set locations
should register for the workshops individually at www.mscee.org. This form should be used to
request professional development listed in the MCEE Menu of Services that you want offered at
your school or district on an “as requested” basis.
Please select ONE content area:
 Economics

 Personal Finance

 Entrepreneurship

Name of the Professional Development Session you are requesting (from the menu of services):

Grade Level/Bands (select all that apply):
 K-2

 3-5

 6-8

 9-12

Number of students enrolled in the selected Grade Bands: ______________
Number of educator participants that will attend this workshop (a minimum of 15 participants is
required. If you are unable to meet this number, you many partner with another district to open your session for a
regional training): ______________________________

Are you willing to host this session as a regional training?  yes  no
If yes, how many additional participants can attend? ____________________
Preferred date(s) and times of Professional Development Session:
1st Choice _____________________________ 2nd Choice _______________________________
Name of person requesting this training: ____________________________________________
Physical location and address of the professional development session: ___________________

Contact person and phone number at physical location: ________________________________
Name of approving administrator: __________________________________________________
Title of approving administrator: __________________________________________________
Date of approval: _______________________________________________________________
Please save this form with your district name and include the date of submission [Example: Mississippi School
District 2.12.2018]. Email the completed form to MCEE at swartsc@millsaps.edu
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